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Testimonials – Fashion, Clothing
Flexible and patient – very happy
« We were, as always, very happy with the live translation German – French by JeanJacques Nyffenegger during our Sales Meeting in July 2016 on the Uetliberg mountain.
The collaboration with the AVL office was perfect as well – very flexible and patient. The
technical equipment was also impeccable. »
Navyboot AG, Kellie Stabile, Retail Service, Zurich

Interpreters fully immersed themselves into our subject
« The live translation German - French by the simultaneous interpreters of AVL, Annette
von Lerber and Jean-Jacques Nyffenegger, for Tchibo at the Seedamm Plaza Hotel in
Pfäffikon, Schwyz, by the Lake of Zurich thrilled me, because they fully immersed
themselves into our subject. »
Tchibo (Switzerland) AG, Hassouna Mejri, Deputy Head of Branch Office, Fribourg

Outstanding, precise and competent
« The live translation German – French by the avl interpreter at the meeting of the Migros
Aare Cooperative in Schönbühl was outstanding, precise and competent. Also the
preceding consulting and support by the avl team had been very helpful and expedient. »
Migros Aare Cooperative, Stefan Portner, Head of Construction, Schönbühl

Thoroughly pleased – interpreter explicitly praised
« The live translation from Swiss German dialects into Italian during our market research
in Bern and Zurich in March 2016 was excellent! Our final client from the fashion
industry was thoroughly pleased and explicitly praised the interpreter. AVL’s service, too,
was great: rapid responses, friendly contact and comprehensive communication! »
GfK Switzerland AG, Diana Brugger, Research Consultant Qualitative Research, Zurich
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